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Figure 1: Our algorithm optimizes the placement of individual layers in singleshot MPI. (a) While the original MPI layers lay uniformly
in an arbitrarily scaled diopter space, (b) our algorithm adjusts the individual layer scales with a given depth information of dense or
sparse reconstruction from an AR-tracked camera (dark red dots). After the optimization, multiple layers with an identical location
and scale are merged into one layer, and thus, the MPI data is compressed. The right images demonstrate rendering from “ten
frames away.” Without scale adjustment (a), the rendering shows “stack-of-cards” artifacts. With our scale adjustment (b), no clear
artifacts appear.

ABSTRACT

A recent singleshot multiplane image (MPI) generation enables to
copy an observed reality within a camera frame into other reality
domains via view synthesis. While the scene scale is unknown due
to the nature of singleshot MPI processing, camera tracking algo-
rithms can estimate depth within the application world coordinate
system. Given such depth information, we propose to adjust the
scale of singleshot MPI to that of the currently observed scene. We
find the individual scales of the MPI layers by minimizing the dif-
ferences between the depth of MPI rendering and that of camera
tracking. We eventually found that many layers fall within a close
depth. Therefore, we merge such layers into one to compact the
MPI representation. We compared our method with baselines using
real and synthetic datasets with dense and sparse depth inputs. Our
results demonstrate that our algorithm achieves higher scores in
image metrics and reduces MPI data amount by up to 78%.

Index Terms: Computing methodologies—Computer graphics—
Image manipulation—Image-based rendering; Human-centered
computing—Human computer interaction (HCI)—Interaction
paradigms—Mixed / augmented reality

1 INTRODUCTION

View synthesis techniques generate novel views by interpolating
scene-registered photographs and classically known as image-based
rendering (IBR) [34]. Such techniques can capture reality and re-
produce the scene itself or scene content and therefore have been
considered one of the key technologies for virtual and augmented
reality (VR/AR) [26]. The major usages would include introduc-
ing real-world content into the virtual world (i.e., augmented vir-
tuality [21]) and real-scene analysis for better lighting and object
interactions in AR [22]. Literature has addressed an efficient and
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effective scene representation using scene proxies [4], camera focus
plane proxies [15], view-dependent textures [8], and deep neural
networks (DNN) [19, 20].

A modern multi-layer scene representation comprises multiple
RGB+α layers to represent a scene with point ambiguity. The layers
proxy can be a set of perpendicular planes in view frustum (i.e.,
multi-plane image; MPI) [11, 16, 19, 36] or concentric spheres (i.e.,
multi-sphere image; MSI) [1, 3] spaced uniformly in diopter space
for efficient scene coverage. Overlaying all layers from back to front
results in a complete opaque scene from a viewpoint. The volume
representation is generated via multi-view plane-sweep volume anal-
ysis using DNN. Compared to neural radiance field (NeRF) [20, 30],
multi-layer scene representation is explicit and usually requires
fewer images satisfying the sampling theory to start with. Once
generated, layers can be rendered in real time using a conventional
rasterization rendering pipeline (e.g., graphics API with alpha blend-
ing capability: OpenGL). An analogy to singleshot depth estima-
tion [18], the recent advances in DNN have enabled multi-layer
image generation from a single photograph [14, 17, 31].

Singleshot MPI generators further add the benefit for AR since
the user can immediately start scene rendering in the application by
taking one photograph. However, one drawback of the approaches
makes the usage AR practically challenging. Singleshot MPI is
estimated up to scale. Therefore, the rendered scene does not match
the real-world scale, or can be either too small or too large.

To address this issue, we propose to adjust the multi-layer scene
scale to the scene depth observed via a camera tracking system (i.e.,
simultaneous localization and mapping; SLAM). Our algorithm
can optimize individual layer scales so that MPI rendering appears
to match up with the depth appearance of the SLAM. Note that
multi-layer scene representation does not have explicit depth but
soft depth [24, 29], and therefore, only depth rendering can be a
reference for depth adjustment. We found that our individual layer
scale optimization would lead to multiple layers that fall within
a practically identical depth and scale. We further merge those
layers into one to reduce the number of layers for more compact
view synthesis. Compared to the state-of-the-art layer adjustment
approaches [14, 23], only our algorithm can reduce the data amount.
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In summary, our contributions are the following three folds.

• We propose an algorithm for individual MPI layer scale align-
ment via analyzing a given depth map and MPI depth rendered

• We further propose to merge multiple layers that fall into a
close depth level after the scale adjustment to reduce the data
amount of MPI

• We provide comprehensive evaluations using real and synthetic
data with dense and sparse depth information.

2 RELATED WORK

We review multi-layer scene representation for view synthesis. We
overview multi-layer scene representation from multi-view input and
then singleshot MPI generation, which is our main focus. Finally,
we discuss the model-scene scale fitting problem in AR.

2.1 Multi-layer Scene Representation
Multi-layer scene representation consists of a set of a fixed number
of ordered D RGB+α texture mapped proxies in diopter space [19]
(i.e., layers, li ∈ {ci,αi} (1 ≤ i ≤ D)). The additional fourth channel
can be either transparency [19] or density [17]. Depending on the
proxy shape, multi-layer scene representation can be categorized
either to MPI (i.e., multiple planes expanding from the image center
to the space) or MSI (i.e., concentric spheres). Hereafter, without
loss of generality, we use multi-layer scene representation and MPI
interchangeably as MPI is our main focus. Rather than having
explicit scene depths, MPI represents a scene point with multiple
overlapping semi-transparent pixels. The more certain the point
existence is, the more opaque the pixels are. Rendering such layers,
li, from back (i = 1) to front (i = D) with over alpha composition
results in a perspective image, I ∈ {c},

c =
D

∑
i=1

(
ciαi

D

∏
j=i+1

(1−α j)

)
. (1)

Here, we omit the layer warping using Homography from MPI view
to the current target view for brevity. MPI rendering is, by nature,
highly efficient on the conventional rasterization rendering scheme
running on GPU.

While classic approaches use color or depth analysis from given
multi-view images [24,29], recent approaches can successfully infer
MPI via differentiable renderer with DNN optimization framework
[19, 36]. Multi-view images are first converted into plane-sweep
volumes and stacked to be fed to a pre-trained network. The network
“sees” the disparities in PSV data and outputs RGB+α layers. With
given multi-view images, the scene scale is known as a baseline
length between input views.

MPI is considered as a compact form of a light field [19]. There-
fore, the plenoptic sampling theory [5] applies to MPI, and its spacial
sampling rate is D2 times more efficient in a 2D grid than that of
a raw light field [19]. Given N multi-view MPIs for broader scene
coverage and fewer invalid pixel disocclusions, we can render indi-
vidual views and blend them to complete the current view rendering.

c =
∑

N
k=1 αkck

∑
N
k=1 αk

. (2)

Contrary to recently emerged NeRF representation [20, 30], MPI
is explicit (thus human-readable and editable), highly GPU-friendly
even for low-end GPU, and thus suitable for mobile VR/AR usages.
However, MPI is more memory consuming as a single photograph
becomes D images with α components. To efficiently bound the
scene with meaningful pixel values, one may find the nearest and
furthest layer depths during an iterative optimization [23]. Our

approach, instead, is an add-on for existing singleshot MPI gener-
ator [31] and is also able to reduce the number of layers for data
compression.

2.2 Singleshot Multi-layer Scene Generation

Recent advances in DNN enabled MPI generation from a singleshot
photograph [14,31]. Such networks are trained from a massive video
dataset, in which one view is rendered using an inferred MPI warped
from another view. Similarly to singleshot DNN depth estimators
[18], only relative poses are available for the view warping, and
therefore, the scene scale is normalized during the training. As such,
MPI is estimated up to the scale.

Considering AR use cases, one may wish to estimate MPI im-
mediately after photographing the scene to start the AR application.
However, the scene scale obtained from a camera tracking system
and that of MPI are different. Therefore, an algorithm to match up
with them is necessary. Naı̈vely rendering MPI will otherwise lead
to “stack-of-cards” artifact (Figure 1a).

To solve this issue, we use MPI depth rendering and a depth map
(Figure 1b), which is often available in many AR applicationsAR-
Foundation1. Nonetheless, the latest approach, AdaMPI [14], even
infers depth-adjusted MPI layers to encourage the best pixel distribu-
tions over the layers using a DNN-inferred depth map [25]. With the
state-of-the-art DNN depth estimator, depth scale seems available
using dataset-specific fine-tuning (e.g., for KITTI [13] and NYUv2
datasets [28]). Thus, the generated MPI can be rescaled. Due to our
add-on nature to our baseline singleshot MPI generator [31], our
algorithm never reaches higher quality rendering than AdaMPI [14]
within the commonly scaled space. However, we put an emphasis
on studying our scale adjustment algorithm to investigate how well
it reduces the number of layers while keeping the rendering quality.
In other words, we expect future singleshot MPI generators that can
achieve higher quality rendering without layer scale adjustment and
adapting our algorithm to them.

2.3 Scene-Map Scale Adjustment for AR

3D scene reconstructions (e.g., point clouds or dense reconstruction)
from structure from motion (SfM) algorithms [27] and SLAM sys-
tems [10] are arbitrarily scaled without a common metric given by
inertia sensor, stereo system, or a runtime scale adjustment algorithm.
For AR applications, an internal tracking system and preserved map
information do not match without scale adjustment. A typical exam-
ple is to register the AR camera to the saved map data created using
a different system [33].

Similarly to the scene-map scale adjustment, our goal is to imple-
ment a scene-MPI scale adjustment algorithm. The current scene
scale is given by undergoing SLAM in an AR application. Therefore,
we use SLAM map projection within the MPI generated view. We
match the depth frame and MPI depth rendering since MPI does not
have explicit depth but a depth map rendering instead.

3 THE PROPOSED METHOD

Our pipeline follows the five steps below (Figure 2):

1. Single-view MPI generation (e.g., [17, 31])

2. Scene depth calculation (SLAM [10] or SfM [27])

3. MPI depth rendering (Section 3.1)

4. Layer scaling (Section 3.2)

5. MPI rendering (Section Equation 1)

1https://unity.com/unity/features/arfoundation
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Figure 2: Pipeline. Our depth adjustment algorithm receives a scale-
ambiguous singleshot MPI (e.g., from [31]) and a metric-scale depth
map (e.g., from DepthLab [10]) and [25]) and outputs a metric-scale
MPI with a reduced number of layers.

3.1 MPI Depth Rendering
We adjust individual MPI layer scales (i.e., depths) using MPI depth
rendering, dMPI, (e.g., [31]) and the corresponding external scene
depth information using a SLAM tool, dSLAM, (e.g., [10]). As
demonstrated by Tuker et al. [31], rendering MPI with its depth
pixels di or inverse depth d−1

i generates a depth or disparity map,
respectively, using the over operation in equation 1. For a depth map
rendering, we can rewrite equation 1 as

dMPI =
D

∑
i=1

(
diαi

D

∏
j=i+1

(1−α j)

)
. (3)

Further rewriting the α value related terms as a constant value, ci,
we further simplify the equation as

dMPI =
D

∑
i=1

dici = d · c. (4)

3.2 Individual Layer Scaling
The strategy for individual layer depth calculation is to use SLAM
depth information, dSLAM, as a set of reference depth values, and
minimize the error between the rendered depths, dMPI, and the
reference depths, dSLAM. To this end, we collect all N rendered
depth pixels where the corresponding SLAM depth pixels exist and
construct an N×D matrix of constants of c, A, to solve the following
linear equation,

dMPI = Ad. (5)

Therefore, we solve the following for d = (d1,d2, ...,dD)
⊺ of

layer depths,
min

d
|dSLAM −dMPI|. (6)

Linear Constraints. Optimization of equation 3.2 without any
reasonable constraints may result in negative depth values (i.e., lay-
ers existing back of the camera frustum) or shuffled-order layers. To
avoid such inconvenient layers, we set the following two constraints
for solving equation 3.2,

min
d

|dSLAM −dMPI| s.t. di ≥ 0, di ≥ di+1. (7)

Namely, we force the solver not to take negative depth values
(i.e., di ≥ 0) and keep the order (i.e., di ≥ di+1). The strict inequality
is not used for the zero constraints to allow redundant layers to be
removed from the rendering. Likewise, strict inequalities are not
used for the ordering constraint either. As long as the rendering
order of the layers is preserved, layers placed at the same depth do
not cause a problem. It should also be noted that an upper limit
constraint for the depths would be excessive. Since all rows of
A sum to 1, any layer depth value is naturally constrained to the
maximum value of d, the highest value of the ground truth depth
map.

Solver. For solving the constraint linear problem, we use an
implementation of the alternating direction method of multipliers
(ADMM) [2]. ADMM optimizes one variable at a time while keep-
ing the others fixed and uses dual variables to enforce constraints.
The implementation used proximal operators and a solver was con-
structed using the python package proxop [6].

3.3 Layer Merging
We found that the optimization often resulted in adjacent layer depths
with the same depth values due to the design of the linear problem
and in particular the ordering constraint. Each time an optimal
solution lies close enough to the edge of this constraint, the optimal
solution within the constrained set will lie right on the edge, placing
the layers at the same depth.

We merge such layers into one layer to reduce the total number
of layers in MPI. We, therefore, render a new layer in the same way
as the adjacent layers would be rendered using equation 1. For two
images, {C1,α1} and {C2,α2}, the resulting new image is calculated
by

c1,2 =
c1α1(1−α2)+ c2α2

α2

α1,2 = α2 +α1(1−α2).

(8)

Performing the algorithm iteratively on all layers placed at the
same depth in a front-to-back manner allows an arbitrary number
of images to be merged. Since this merging step can be seen as a
pre-rendering for the layers of the MPI that contribute with the same
perspective effects, it will result in no loss of image quality or visual
effects in the MPI. Any image rendered from the MPI will be the
same regardless if the layers are merged in advanced, or rendered at
the same position during run-time. The advantage of layer merging,
however, is the MPI file size compression.

4 EVALUATIONS

There are only a few attempts of singleshot MPI generator without
layer scaling during the inference [17, 31], from which we selected
the first implementation by Tuker et al. [31] as our core MPI genera-
tor that has been widely tested with the provided pre-trained weights.
Our goal here is to evaluate visual quality when a rendering camera
moves in a metric scale and compare our approach with baseline
depth adjustment approaches. We also measure compression rates
after our algorithm is applied to datasets.

4.1 Baseline Scaling Algorithms
We prepared two different baselines.

Uniform scaling To design scene-independent scaling, we scale
MPI layers uniformly so that the layers lay within the fixed minimum
and maximum depth range,

d′
i =

1

1/dmax +
(1/dmin−1/dmax)(i−1)

D−1

, (9)

where d′
i , dmin, and dmax are the scaled layer depth, the minimum

layer depth, and the maximum layer depth, respectively. We set
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Table 1: Dataset summary.

Modality Synthetic Real

Core dataset 3D-FRONT
(BlenderProc) RealEstate10K

Scenes 17 38
Number of MPI 615 (X̄ = 36.2(8.8)) 667 (X̄ = 17.6(3.8))
Frame interval 5 cm 5 frames
Depth data Dense depth map Sparse points

dmin = 1m and dmax = 100 m, which are the default values in the
original implementation2.

Min-max scaling Similarly to the Uniform scaling, the Min-
max scaling takes the minimum and maximum depth observed in
the scene. Namely, we set dmin and dmax in equation 4.1 to the mini-
mum and maximum depth values obtained from a SLAM system,
respectively.

4.2 Datasets
We used real and synthetic datasets. Table 1 summarizes our syn-
thetic and real datasets.

Synthetic dataset. To have full control over camera parameters
and color and depth images as ground truth of our algorithm, we
created a synthetic dataset, although image quality is less promising
and far from the trained feature domain for our core MPI generator
[31].

We used BlenderProc2 [9] in combination with 3D furnished
rooms with layouts and semantics (3D-FRONT) [12] to generate
our synthetic image dataset. BlenderProc2 is a pipeline for the open
source computer graphics software Blender [7]. The software al-
lows the photorealistic rendering of Blender scenes for the sake of
training convolutional neural networks. 3D-FRONT [12] provides
various fully furnished high-quality textured indoor environments.
We chose the assets because of their similarities to the real image
RealEstate10K dataset [36], on which our core singleshot MPI gen-
erator [31] was trained. We rendered 17 different scenes with a
camera moving horizontally to create motion stereo views (i.e., at 5
cm and 10 cm aside from the original viewpoint). We consequently
generated 615 MPI in total.

To ensure that generated synthetic images would work well with
the network model, the camera parameters were set up to mimic
the training data for the pre-trained model, the YouTube videos in
RealEstate10K [36]. Upon the camera intrinsic parameters provided
in RealEstate10K dataset, most clips are in a 16:9 aspect ratio. From
this fact, we end up with the typical field of view for the cameras
as 90◦ horizontally and approximately 59◦ vertically. The synthetic
images were generated at a 512×512 resolution and to make this
consistent with the training data, both the horizontal and vertical
field of view was set to the minimum 59◦. In other words, we gener-
ated images to be identical to those in a 16:9 aspect ratio at a 90◦
horizontal and 59◦ vertical field of view that are then cropped to
a 1 : 1 aspect ratio. In addition, a multiple of 128 pixel resolution
allows the model to be used without any padding or cropping. Fi-
nally, we generated a pair of color and depth images together with
the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters.

Real dataset. We used a part of the RealEstate10K dataset [36],
whose camera motions are random. To extract data for MPI genera-
tion, the text files in the dataset were processed and the correspond-
ing frames were downloaded from the YouTube videos. While the
authors of the dataset made their best effort to select sequences with-
out blurry and distorted artifacts and as well as editing effects, some
of the downloaded frames still contained large font descriptive texts

2https://single-view-mpi.github.io/

Figure 3: MPI depth rendering in comparison with the synthetic ground
truth. Our depth optimization using dense depth points captures the
better scene structure in the appearance (right) compared to that of
the second-best scored Min-max scaling approach (middle).

Figure 4: MPI depth and color rendering for qualitative comparisons
in the real dataset. Our depth optimization using sparse depth points
results in a higher quality with fewer “stack-of-cards” artifacts (top)
both in depth (left) and color (right) MPI rendering when compared to
the second-best scored Uniform approach (bottom).

and transition effects (e.g., fading out at the end of the sequence).
We, therefore, manually sorted out such frames.

For the selected frames, we downloaded every fifth frame, result-
ing in between 10 and 25 images per sequence. The reason for this
was to mimic the test data that [31] used to test their model, which
consisted of images extracted from every 5 and 10 frames in the
video sequences. We extracted 667 MPI over 38 scenes overall. For
depth information at the frames, we project sparse point clouds to
the frames.

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

Image quality metrics. We measured peak signal-to-noise ra-
tio (PSNR), structural similarity index measure (SSIM) [32], and
learned perceptual image patch similarity (LPIPS) [35] between the
ground truth and rendered MPI.

Due to the perspective nature of Homography upon MPI render-
ing, blank pixels would appear around the image borders. To remove
such unnecessary deterioration from the evaluations, we cropped 5%
of the image at each side.

Layer reduction ratio. To measure how much our algorithm
can save the amount of MPI data, we compute the number of MPI
layers with our algorithm applied over that of the original.

4.4 Results

Rendering quality Table 2 and 3 summarize the results of the
image quality metrics. All approaches show decreased scores with
larger baselines both in our synthetic and real datasets. While our
depth optimization approach achieved the best mean scores in both
datasets, the second-best-scored approach is different depending on
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Table 2: Synthetic scene results.

Algorithm Baseline PSNR (↑) SSIM (↑) LPIPS (↓)

Uniform 5 cm 26.1 0.877 0.103
10 cm 23.4 0.833 0.164

Min-max 5 cm 27.1 0.890 0.095
10 cm 24.2 0.848 0.144

Ours 5 cm 28.9 0.919 0.085
10 cm 25.9 0.880 0.115

Table 3: Real scene results.

Algorithm Baseline PSNR (↑) SSIM (↑) LPIPS (↓)

Uniform 5 frames 22.6 0.727 0.162
10 frames 20.0 0.649 0.237

Min-max 5 frames 20.6 0.664 0.209
10 frames 18.2 0.585 0.293

Ours 5 frames 23.7 0.763 0.133
10 frames 21.1 0.687 0.188

Table 4: Layer reduction summary.

Dataset Number of layers Reduction ratio (%)
Total Per view

Synthetic Original 19,648 32.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)
Ours 5,245 8.5 (2.2) 73.3 (6.8)

Real Original 21,504 32.0 (0.0) 0.0 (0.0)
Ours 4,300 6.4 (2.6) 78.7 (8.8)

the image modality. For the synthetic dataset, Min-max takes the
second-best and, for the real dataset, Uniform did so.

Figure 3 and 4 present qualitative results of depth rendering in the
synthetic dataset and depth and color rendering in the real dataset,
respectively. With our algorithm, the depth values appear reasonably
distributed, showing a clearer scene structure.

Layer reduction Table 4 shows a summary of the layer reduc-
tion results. Overall, more layer depths were placed at the same
depths in the real dataset than the synthetic dataset. The variance was
also greater. The maximum average size reduction for a single scene
in the real dataset was 91.7% compared to 80.1% in the synthetic
dataset. The minimum average reduction in a scene, however, was
found in the synthetic dataset at 63.9% compared to the minimum of
65.6% in the real dataset. In the real dataset 3.9% of all MPI were
reduced to two layers or less while the same number in the synthetic
dataset was 0.16%. The same numbers for three layers or less were
12.4% and 1.0%, respectively. The minimum amount of layers in
any MPI after reduction in the synthetic dataset was 15 and 14 in
the real dataset.

5 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Our approach accomplishes scale adjustments of individual MPI
layers and successfully reduces the MPI data amount. However, we
observe some limiting factors in rendering quality.

Inaccurate real scene depth points. Min-max scaling per-
forms better than Uniform scaling in the synthetic dataset, while
in the real dataset, Uniform scaling works better in image quality
metrics. We speculate that inaccurate depth points in the real dataset
made Min-max scaling unstable. On the other hand, Uniform scaling
is ultimately independent of the scene depth.

Sparse points from a SLAM system depend on the scene de-
tails and can unevenly distribute over the field of view. Therefore,

Figure 5: Failure case. Although well-distributed depth points exist
(left), our approach falsely presents blurry artifacts. In this example,
ours shows a strong MPI quality-dependency (right). The Uniform
scaling approach, which is ultimately stable over the frames, would
be more suitable for such scenes.

texture-rich areas are weighted more than texture-less areas in the
optimization. However, scenes with evenly distributed SLAM points
make MPI inference challenging in general, and therefore, our op-
timization tends to be fragile anyway. Figure 5 shows a typical
example of such cases. Note that the network [31] is trained on real
estate images, while the scene shows a wooden house in a forest.

Inaccurate MPI depth rendering. MPI depth rendering can be
squashed or rough compared to the actual details in a depth map. In
other words, different depths can appear in an area with similar val-
ues in MPI depth rendering, or similar depths can appear in different
pixels in depth rendering, both of which make the layer placement
ambiguous. Our insights, however, can be network-specific.

Optimization constraints. Although the optimization con-
straints are necessary for reasonable layer placements, they may
also infer a limitation. Due to the constraint for layer order, one
layer can stop the other layer, and therefore, one layer at a non-
optimal layer can also force the other layers at non-optimal depths.

6 CONCLUSION

We present an algorithm to adjust the scales of individual MPI layers
so that the appearance of MPI depth rendering matches the depth
points from a tracking system. We further propose to merge multiple
MPI layers at the same resultant depth to reduce the data amount.
We evaluated our approach in the synthetic dataset with ground truth
dense depth maps and the real dataset with sparse depth points. Our
results demonstrate that our approach achieves the best performance
in comparison with two baseline approaches of uniform scaling and
min-max depth-based scaling. After reducing the layer numbers, the
resultant MPI is 73.3 % and 78.7 % less data size in the synthetic
and real datasets, respectively.
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